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Growth of Diamond Nanoplatelets by CVD**

By Hou-Guang Chen,* Li Chang, Shih-Yin Cho, Jhih-Kun Yan, and Chun-An Lu

Hexagonal, single-crystalline, diamond nanoplatelets synthesized by microwave plasma (MP)CVD on Au-Ge alloy and

nanocrystalline diamond (nc-diamond) film substrates, respectively, are reported. On the nc-diamond matrix, hexagonal

diamond nanoplatelets can grow to a thickness of as little as approximately 10 nm. The effects of various processing parameters,

such as methane concentration, microwave power, and gas pressure, on the growth of diamond nanoplatelets are explored.

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) reveals that the diamond nanoplatelets contain multi-parallel

twins, and the side faces of the platelets exhibit {100}/{111} ridge-and-trough structure. Anisotropic growth of diamond

nanoplatelet is believed to result from the side face structure of the twinned platelets and intensive plasma reaction.
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1. Introduction

Diamond film growth by CVD has attracted intensive

attention in the past two decades, due to its remarkable

physical and chemical properties for electronic, mechanical,

and biological applications. In addition, diamond with

nanometer dimensions, such as nc-diamond films, nanodia-

mond particles, and colloids have been regarded as a new

materials with great potential in various fields such as,

biomedical, electronic, and optoelectronic devices.[1–5] In

particular, diamond exhibits excellent stability, sensitivity,

and selectivity which are necessary factors for biosensor

platforms,[4,5] so the development of diamond-based

biosensors has experienced heightened interest from various

research communities. Moreover, Chao et al. have proposed

nanometer-sized diamond particles as a probe for biolabel-

ing.[3] In addition to applications in biology, nanodiamond

also has fascinating electron emission properties. The

fabrication of stable and robust electron emission cathodes

consisting of nc-diamond films, for flat-panel displays or

electron beam emitters, has attracted interest from many

research groups.[2]

Recently, it has been shown that fabrication of low-

dimensional nanostructures (such as nanorods, nanowires,

nanosheets, nanoplatelets,. . .etc.) of diamond material is

important for practical nanotechnology applications.[6–9]

Some reports have predicted that diamond in nanorod form
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has unusual mechanical properties.[6] The excellent mechan-

ical properties, such as high elastic modulus and strength-to-

weight ratio, are suggested to be the ideal choice for

nanometer-size electro-mechanical devices.[5] Several

groups attempted to fabricate diamond nanostructures by

plasma etching,[10,11] or by growth on anodic aluminum

oxide templates.[12] In general, CVD diamonds often exhibit

morphologies that are cubo-octahedral or polyhedron.

However, the formation of low-dimensional nanostructured

diamond by a ‘‘bottom-up’’ route is rarely reported. Our

previous experiments have shown that unique, two-dimen-

sional, single-crystalline diamond, {111} tabular nanoplate-

lets or nanosheets in the shape of trapezoids and

parallelograms can be deposited on polycrystalline diamond

substrates with a Ni-coated layer by high-temperature

MPCVD.[9,13] Recently, Lu et al. reported that regular {110}

and {111} hexagon diamond nanoplatelets also could be

achieved using MPCVD.[14,15] Thus, it verifies that the

synthesis of single-crystalline diamond in a low-dimensional

nanostructure is feasible.

In this article, we explore further the effects of processing

conditions and substrates on the growth of diamond

nanoplatelets in MPCVD. We synthesized diamond nanos-

tructures on Au-Ge alloys and nc-diamond substrates.

Au-Ge alloy, which is a binary eutectic alloy with a non-

carbonization nature, can be in a liquid state at diamond

growth temperatures by adjusting the alloy composition,

based on the phase diagram. In the past, several studies

reported attempts to use liquids as substrates for diamond

growth due to extremely high solubility of carbon in the

liquid state.[16–18] The high solubility of carbon in the liquid

phase would promote diamond nucleation and growth rates

during the precipitation of diamond nuclei from carbon-rich

alloy liquids. In addition, we also examined the effect of the

relative geometric position of the samples in a MP ball on

the growth of diamond nanoplatelets by varying the position
bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 247
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Table 1. Process parameters of diamond nanoplatelet growth with various sample placements.

Microwave

power [W]

Growth

pressure

[Torr]

CH4 concentration

[%] (Total flow

rate¼ 300 sccm)

BEN

voltage

[V]

Duration

[min] Substrate

Placement I 800 20 4 (BEN stage) �200 15 (BEN stage) Au-Ge alloy

0.667(Growth stage) 20 (Growth stage)

Placement II �800–900 �20–25 �0.667–2 NA 15 nc-diamond

Placement III 1000 �30–70 �1–3 NA �5–30 nc-diamond

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of three types of sample placements for the growth of diamond nanoplatelets.

Fig. 2. a) Low magnification SEM image showing the slurry-like matrix in the region where the substrate was immersed in the plasma ball center. b) Enlarged view

showing the nanoplatelets which exhibit regular hexagon-like morphology with several tens of nanometers thickness. c) SEM image of a low-temperature region

showing several clusters. d) Highly magnified image showing that the clusters contain many irregular platelets.
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Fig. 3. a) Bright field TEM image of slurry-like matrix with some nanoplatelets. The inset shows the corresponding

electron diffraction pattern showing ring pattern characteristics due to nc-diamonds. b) Dark field TEM image showing

the grain size of the nc-diamonds in approximately several tens of nanometers. c) Bright field TEM image of a hexagonal

platelet, and d) electron diffraction pattern of the platelet in diamond h111i zone axis.
of samples in an MPCVD reactor. Furthermore, we also

examined the effects of various processing parameters, such

as methane concentration, microwave power, and gas

pressure on the growth of diamond nanoplatelets. A

detailed growth mechanism is proposed and discussed.
2. Results and Discussion

Deposition of diamond nanoplatelets was carried out with

three types of sample placements. Details of the method for

sample placements are given in the Experimental Section.

The growth parameters for the synthesis of diamond

nanoplatelets are summarized in Table 1.
2.1. Growth on Au-Ge Alloy Substrate

The diamond deposition on Au-Ge alloy substrates was

performed by using the sample placement I route, as shown

in Figure 1a. Scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM) images of

a slurry-like morphology can be clearly observed in the

region where the substrate was immersed, close to the center
Chem. Vap. Deposition 2008, 14, 247–255 � 2008 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
of the plasma ball and near

the tantalum electrode

(Fig. 2a). The detailed

morphologies of nanoplate-

lets can be observed in high-

magnification SEM images

(Fig. 2b). Many nanoplatelets

are seen to grow on the slurry-

like matrix. A lot of nanopla-

telets exhibit regular faceting.

Several platelets have a hexa-

gon-like shape. The platelet

length is approximately

150 nm and the thickness is

about 10�20 nm on average.

The aspect ratio of the nano-

platelets is in the range �7–

15. In addition, several small

clusters can also be found at

the rest region of the sample,

away from the plasma ball

center. Many platelets with

irregular facets are found in

these clusters (Figs. 2c–d).

Further characterization of

the microstructure of the pla-

telets was carried out using

TEM. Figure 3a shows a

bright field image of the

slurry-like matrix and nano-

platelets. The inset is the

corresponding selected-area

electron diffraction (SAED)
pattern of the slurry-like matrix. The diffraction feature in a

ring pattern indicates polycrystalline characteristics. The

measured d-spacings are consistent with those of cubic

diamond crystal. According to the dark field image (Fig. 3b),

the cluster consists of nc-diamonds of an averaged grain size

of several tens of nanometers. Figure 3c shows a typical

bright field image of a nanoplatelet with the corresponding

electron diffraction pattern which exhibits characteristic

reflections of single-crystalline diamond in the h111i zone

axis. Based on the diffraction pattern (see Fig. 3d), each edge

of the diamond nameplates is along the h110i direction, and
the tabular plane is parallel to the {111} face. In addition to

diamond diffraction spots in the pattern, as indicated by

white arrows, a set of weak diffraction spots exhibit six-fold

symmetry. The positions correspond to 1=3 422
� �

forbidden

reflections which are contributed by twins or atomic surface

steps. Such diffraction phenomena have been often found in

other flat crystals with face-centered cubic (fcc) struc-

tures.[19–21] In addition, some twin feature can also be

observed from the bright field image (Fig. 3c). Note that the

EDS elemental analysis indicates no detectable Au and

Ge signals from the nc-diamond matrix and diamond

nanoplatelets.
www.cvd-journal.de 249
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Fig. 4. a) SEM image of nc-diamond substrate. Diamond nanoplatelets grown on nc-diamond substrates through

immersing sample in plasma with microwave power of 800W and CH4 concentration of, b) 0.667%, c) 1%, and d) 2%,

respectively. e) Well-defined hexagonal diamond nanoplatelets grown on nc-diamond under microwave power 900W

and CH4 concentration of 1%. f) The suppressed growth of diamond nanoplatelets under higher growth pressure

(25 Torr) and temperature (>1150 8C).
It was noticed that diamond nanoplatelets and nc-

diamonds can also grow directly on bare silicon substrates.

The distribution of nanoplatelets and nc-diamonds on a bare

silicon substrate may not be uniform. A high density of

diamond nanoplatelets exist only on a narrow area where the

temperature is high and covered by the glow plasmadischarge

during the application of the negative bias on the substrate.

As shown for the diamond nanoplatelets grown on Au-Ge

substrates, similar results can also be seen on the bare

silicon substrate, so the Au-Ge alloy is unlikely to be an

essential factor for the growth of diamond nanoplatelets.

However, a large quantity of regular hexagonal diamond

nanoplatelets are easily found on Au-Ge alloy substrates in a

larger area compared with the case of diamond growth on Si

substrates.
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On the other hand, the

formation of nc-diamond,

accompanying the diamond

nanoplatelet growth, is often

observed. Thus, high growth

temperature and nc-diamonds

might be necessary for the

formation of diamond nano-

platelets. Based on the above

observations, the formation of

nc-diamond only occurs at the

regions covered by the inten-

sive plasma discharge during

the bias-enhanced nucleation

(BEN) pretreatment. There-

fore, such intense ion bom-

bardment during the BEN

stage could promote the

diamond nucleation which

results in the nc-diamond

growth. Finally, the diamond

nanoplatelets are only grown

on the region covered with nc-

diamonds.
2.2. Growth on nc-Diamond
Substrates by Raising the
Sample into the Plasma Ball

In order to clarify the role

of nc-diamonds on the growth

of diamond nanoplatelets, we

employed nc-diamond films

with a size of 5mm� 5mm

as substrates for diamond

nanoplatelet growth. The

sample was raised close to

the center of the plasma ball

and fully enveloped by the

plasma ball, as shown in
Figure 1b. Although there have been other works which

have discussed the diamond growth process through

immersing substrates into plasma, studies on the growth

by raising nc-diamond substrates into the plasma ball have

been rare.

Figure 4a shows that the typical morphology of the nc-

diamond film exhibits a non-faceted structure. The growth of

diamond nanoplatelets was carried out using placement II.

During growth, no BEN pretreatment was employed.

Various CH4 concentrations in hydrogen with varying

plasma power were tried in order to examine their effects on

platelet formation. The growth pressure was kept under

20 Torr. With low methane concentration (0.667%) at

800W, regular, hexagon-like diamond nanoplatelets of a

size of �100 nm can be obtained (Fig. 4b). Many diamond
m. Vap. Deposition 2008, 14, 247–255
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nanoplatelets uniformly grown on nc-diamond substrates

can be achieved by immersing the nc-diamond substrates

into the plasma ball. The size of diamond nanoplatelets

increases with the methane concentration. However, using a

higher methane concentration leads to the formation of

diamond nanoplatelets with an irregular, saw-like appear-

ance on their edges, as shown in Figure 4c. A substance with

a silk-like appearance accompanying the diamond nano-

platelets can be seen for a deposition with 2% methane

concentration (Fig. 4d). Based on other reported studies,

this substance might be related to sp2 carbon materials.[22]

Although the growth rate of diamond nanoplatelets can

increase with increasing methane concentration, the mor-

phology of the nanoplatelets has irregularly facetted

features, which may result from strong secondary nucleation

under the high methane concentration condition. In

comparison with the sample grown under lower plasma

power (Fig. 4c), larger diamond nanoplatelets with well-

faceted appearance can be obtained with 1% methane

concentration (Fig. 4e) when the plasma power is increased

to 900W. It is possible that higher input power causes the

increase of temperature and the density of atomic hydrogen

in the plasmawhich can suppress the formation of sp2 carbon

and defective diamond crystallites. From the above results, a

large quantity of diamond nanoplatelets with regular

hexagon-like shape can be uniformly grown on whole nc-

diamond substrates under conditions of sufficient growth
Fig. 5. Growth of diamond nanoplatelets using the regular sample placement with CH

d) Well-faceted diamond nanoplatelets grown under 70 Torr with 1% CH4 concen
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temperature and appropriate methane concentration. How-

ever, the growth of diamond nanoplatelets would be

suppressed with a further increase of gas pressure to 25 Torr

(Fig. 4f). The intensive plasma etching under such a high-

temperature plasma environment (>1150 8C) may be the

main reason for the slow growth rate of diamond

nanoplatelets.
2.3. Growth on nc-Diamond Substrates by using the
Regular Sample Placement

The plasma conditions near the center region, for

instance, high growth temperature and/or high plasma

density, might be just appropriate for diamond nanoplatelet

growth. Such conditions might play a significant role in

diamond nanoplatelet growth. Although the high tempera-

ture condition can be achieved by simply immersing a

sample into the plasma ball, the distribution of active species

and radicals in microwave plasma varies with the position in

the plasma ball, due to the complicated variety and non-

uniform nature in microwave plasma, which limits the

sample size (5mm� 5mm) for diamond nanoplatelet

growth. However, a similar plasma condition can be simply

achieved by increasing plasma power and pressure. There-

fore, in order to evaluate the feasibility of diamond
4 concentration of 1% under pressure of, a) 50 Torr, b) 60 Torr, and c) 70 Torr.

tration conditions for extended growth duration (30min).

mbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.cvd-journal.de 251
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Fig. 6. Growth of diamond nanoplatelets using the regular sample placement with CH4 concentration of 3% under

pressure of, a) 70 Torr, b) 60 Torr, c) 50 Torr, d) 40 Torr, and e) 30 Torr. f) Diamond nanoplatelets with well-faceted

appearance grown with 3% CH4 concentration under 60 Torr for short growth duration of 5min.
nanoplatelet growth without immersing a sample into the

plasma ball, the growth of diamond nanoplatelets was

carried out using the regular sample placement, placement

III, as shown in Figure 1c. The high deposition temperature

for diamond nanoplatelet growth was achieved by increasing

the pressure and microwave power transmitting into the

reactor cavity, instead of immersing the substrate into the

plasma center. It was noticed that the deposition tempera-

ture (�1035–1150 8C) can easily be controlled by adjusting

the process pressure (�30–70 Torr). In this way, the effects

of CH4 concentration and pressure on the diamond

nanoplatelet growth are then shown.

Figure 5 shows diamond nanoplatelets grown under low

methane concentration (1%) and various process pressures

(�50–70 Torr). After 15min growth, many diamond nano-
252 www.cvd-journal.de � 2008 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Che
plateletsuniformlydistributed

on the whole nc-diamond sub-

strate (about 1cm� 1 cm) can

be obtained, as shown in

Figure 5a.Thedensity and size

of diamond nanoplatelets

are reduced with increasing

pressure, as shown in Figures

5a–c, similar to the case of

diamond nanoplatelets grown

by immersing the sample into

the plasma ball. The growth

rate of diamond nanoplatelets

decreaseswithincreasingpres-

sure and temperature. Hence,

the formation of a large num-

ber of diamond nanoplatelets

with well-faceted appearance

and of a reasonable size

requires longer growth dura-

tion (30min) under high pres-

sure (70 Torr), as shown in

Figure 5d. For the higher

methane concentration condi-

tion (3%), whether diamond

nanoplatelets growunder high

or low pressure, the appear-

ance of the nanoplatelets

exhibits irregular faceted

morphologies (Figs. 6a–d).

However, there were none of

the silk-like substances which

were observed on the sample

grown by immersing the

sample into plasma under the

high CH4 concentration con-

dition (Fig. 4d). It is note-

worthy that the diamond

nanoplatelets exhibit greater

defective morphology under

low growth pressure (see
Fig. 6d). When the pressure is reduced further (30 Torr), no

nanoplatelets can be found on the sample (Fig. 6e). The low

growth temperature (below 1050 8C) is possibly responsible

for the disappearance of diamond nanoplatelets. Similarly,

the diamond nanoplatelets grown under higher methane

concentration can have a higher growth rate but with the

defective morphologies. It is found that the diamond

nanoplatelets with well-faceted appearance can also be

obtained with high CH4 concentration for a growth

duration shortened from 15 to 5min, as shown in Figure 6f.

Therefore, high microwave power and growth pressure

can also lead to the increase in plasma temperature and

plasma density, similar to the conditions near the plasma

ball center. As a result, a large number of diamond

nanoplatelets with well-faceted morphologies can be widely
m. Vap. Deposition 2008, 14, 247–255
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Fig. 7. a) SEM image of h100i texture diamond film substrate. b) Diamond

nanoplatelets grown under conditions: 7% CH4 and 2% N2 in H2 with power

of 1000W, and pressure of 100 Torr.
distributed over nc-diamond substrates using the regular

sample placement.

Our more recent results show that similar diamond

nanoplatelets can be obtained on <100> textured diamond

films (Fig. 7a) when 2%nitrogen is added into themixture of

methane and hydrogen under 80–100 Torr with 800–1000W

power. A typical morphology of the platelets is shown in

Figure 7b. The detailed conditions for diamond platelet

formation with the addition of nitrogen need further study.
2.4. TEM Characterization of Diamond Nanoplatelets
Grown on nc-Diamonds

These samples were also examined by Raman spectro-

scopy. However, due to the fact that the platelets were

grown on diamond substrates, it is not easy to determine

whether the Raman signal was from the diamond substrate,

the platelets, or both. In order to directly identify the

nanoplatelets grown on nc-diamond, the sample shown in

Figure 5d was characterized by TEM in cross-section.

Figure 8a is a bright field image revealing many
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nanoplatelets directly grown on the nc-diamond film. From

the image, nanoplatelets exhibit various diffraction con-

trasts due to different orientations. The insets in Figure 8a

show the SAED patterns of the nc-diamond substrate and

one of the nanoplatelets. The diffraction pattern of the

nanoplatelet verifies that the nanoplatelet grown on nc-

diamond has single-crystalline diamond characteristics.

The dark field image indicates a nc-diamond film with

average grain size of several nanometers, as shown in

Figure 8b. However, the sp2 (amorphous carbon or

graphite) layers accompanying the formation of these

diamond platelets were also verified by electron energy loss

spectroscopy (EELS) and HRTEM analysis. HRTEM and

EELS characterization of diamond nanoplatelets grown

under various growth conditions and by using various

sample placements have been shown elsewhere.[9,13–15]

Based on Raman spectroscopy and TEM analysis, sp2 and

sp3 carbon coexist on all of the samples. However, the

major component of nanoplatelets is diamond, as verified

by TEM characterization.

Simultaneously, the side face structure of diamond

nanoplatelets also can be observed on the same TEM

specimen. The exploration of the side face structure of the

diamond nanoplatelet is important in understanding the

growth mechanism of diamond nanoplatelets. Figure 8c

shows that one of the diamond nanoplatelets (thickness

10 nm) grown on the nc-diamond film is viewed in edge-on

direction by tilting the TEM specimen. The corresponding

electron diffraction pattern as shown in the inset indicates

the typical twinning characteristics of diamond in h110i
orientation. In addition to the diamond diffraction spots

from the platelet, the ring patterns that are contributed

from the nc-diamond film substrate can also be found.

According to the diffraction pattern, the tabular plane of

the diamond nanoplatelet is {111} face. From the bright

field image, the twin lamellae (thickness of approximately

5 nm) are parallel to the platelet. The lateral growth

mechanism for the formation of diamond nanoplatelets is

closely related with this multi-parallel twin structure. An

HRTEM image of the side-face structure of the platelet is

shown in Figure 8d. Noting that, in our case, the side-face

structure is the ridge-and-trough structure consisting of

{100} and {111} faces. Such {100}/{111} ridge-and-trough

side-face structures usually occur in noble metals or silver

halides tabular twinned crystallites and were verified as a

self-perpetuating step source for lateral growth, resulting in

the anisotropic growth for tabular crystallite develop-

ment.[21,23–25] The detailed lateral growth mechanism of a

diamond nanoplatelet with {100}/{111} ridge-and-trough

side faces adjacent to twinned planes has been discussed in

our previous work.[13]

In this study, we show that the hexagon-like diamond

nanoplatelets can grow on theAu-Ge alloy substrates. These

diamond nanoplatelets are found to be associated with nc-

diamonds grown in the high temperature region where it is

immersed in the plasma ball. Similarly, hexagon-like
mbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.cvd-journal.de 253
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Fig. 8. a) Cross-sectional, bright field TEM image of diamond nanoplatelets grown on nc-diamond film substrate. The inset shows the electron diffraction pattern of

nc-diamond and diamond nanoplatelet. b) Dark field image showing the diamond nanoplatelets and nc-diamonds. c) Bright field image of a diamond nanoplatelet

viewed in the edge-on direction. The inset shows the SAED pattern of diamond nanoplatelet with ring reflections of nc-diamonds. The [011̄] zone-axis electron

diffraction of the diamond nanoplatelet exhibiting twin characteristics. The solid lines represent diffraction spots of the matrix, and the dashed lines represent the

diffraction spots of twins. d) HRTEM image showing the detailed side-face structure of the diamond nanoplatelet in ridge-and-trough edge shape consisting of {111}

and {100} faces.
diamond nanoplatelets can also grow on nc-diamond film

substrates in similar CVD conditions. High growth

temperature (>1050 8C) and a nc-diamond seed layer are

common factors for the growth of diamond nanoplatelets on

both substrates at various sample placements. A large

quantity of diamond nanoplatelets with well-faceted

hexagon-like appearance can be obtained under appropriate

CH4 concentration and growth temperature. From cross-

sectional TEM observations, it is evident that diamond

nanoplatelets contain multi-parallel twins. Therefore, the

anisotropic growth of a nanoplatelet is closely related with

multiple parallel twin structure. The nc-diamond films

contain a high defect density, especially twins, so these twins

in nc-diamonds might provide a route for diamond

nanoplatelet growth. Although there is no clear explanation
254 www.cvd-journal.de � 2008 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH &
of the relationship between high temperature plasma and

the growth of diamond nanoplatelet, the atomic model of

the diamond growth might provide a clue for interpretation.

According to the atomic simulation,[24,26] the growth on flat

{111} plane requires three carbon atoms to form a stable

nucleus. Under a high temperature and intensive plasma

environment, the adsorbed hydrocarbon radical on diamond

{111} plane is easily abstracted by atomic hydrogen before

these radicals bond together to form a stable nucleus,

retarding the two-dimensional nucleation on the flat {111}

plane and resulting the in slower growth rate normal to

tabular {111} plane. In contrast, the higher growth rate can

occur on the {100}/{111} ridge-and-trough side face of a

diamond nanoplatelet, such that the anisotropic growth

forms the tabular structure.
Co. KGaA, Weinheim Chem. Vap. Deposition 2008, 14, 247–255
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3. Conclusion

In this study, we have grown regular hexagon-like

diamond nanoplatelets of 10 nm thickness on Au-Ge alloy

and nc-diamond film substrates. According to electron

diffraction analysis, the diamond nanoplatelet is of single

crystallinity with top and bottom tabular planes in {111}. The

multi-parallel twins in diamond platelets have been revealed

by cross-sectional TEM observations. The side faces

consisting of {100}/{111} trough-and-ridge edge structure

enhance the growth rate in the lateral direction. The highly

defective nc-diamonds provide a growth route for the

formation of diamond nanoplatelets. The propagation of the

diamond nanoplatelet closely relates to the intensive

chemical reaction resulting from high temperature plasma.
4. Experimental

The Au-Ge alloy substrates were prepared as follows: Before deposition of
Au/Ge layers, a 200 nm thick SiO2 intermediate layer was deposited on a
Si(100) substrate by plasma-enhanced (PE)CVD. Germanium and gold films
were deposited in sequence by the electron beam evaporation method. The
thickness of the germanium and gold layers was 65 and 130 nm, respectively,
and the thickness ratio corresponded to 12wt.-% Ge composition which
would allow them to form a liquid Au-Ge alloy during PECVD conditions for
diamond growth. A nc-diamond film of 200 nm thickness was deposited on a
Si(100) single-crystal substrate by MPCVD. During nc-diamond film
deposition, 200V negative bias was applied to the substrate to enhance
diamond secondary nucleation. The CH4 concentration in H2 was 3% in
volume, and the pressure was kept at 20 Torr during the deposition period.
Deposition of diamond nanoplatelets was carried out in a 2.45GHz

ASTeX-type MPCVD reactor. The three types of sample placement for
diamond nanoplatelet growth employed in this study are schematically
illustrated in Figure 1. The Au-Ge substrates (1 cm� 1 cm) were immersed
vertically in the microwave plasma, as shown in Figure 1a. A tantalum wire
acted as a counter electrode and was connected to the grounded chamber
wall, so that the substrate could be negatively biased. For diamond
nanoplatelets grown on nc-diamond substrates, the nc-diamond substrates
(size 5mm� 5mm) were placed on a molybdenum holder raised close to the
center of the plasma ball, as shown in Figure 1b. During diamond
nanoplatelet growth, no BEN pretreatment was employed. In addition to
the above conditions, diamond nanoplatelets were also synthesized with
regular sample placement without immersion of samples in the plasma ball, as
shown in Figure 1c. The substrate temperature was monitored by a single-
color optical pyrometer.
After deposition, the surface morphology was examined using a field-

emission SEM (JEOL JSM-6500F at 10 kV). The nanoplatelets were further
characterized by TEM. A Philips Tecnai 20 TEM was employed for image
Chem. Vap. Deposition 2008, 14, 247–255 � 2008 WILEY-VCH Verlag G
observation and SAED analyses. Furthermore, in order to analyze the details
of themicrostructure of diamond nanoplatelets, HRTEMwas performed on a
JEOL-2010F microscope with an information limit of 0.10 nm. TEM
specimens were thinned by a conventional mechanical process, followed
by Arþ ion beam milling.
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